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"In the early hours of a summer morning, a young woman
steps into the path of an oncoming bus. A tragic accident? Or
suicide? At the center of this puzzle is Adrian Wolfe, a
successful architect and grief-stricken widower, who, a year
after his third wife's death, begins to investigate the cause. As
Adrian looks back on their brief but seemingly happy
marriage, disturbing secrets begin to surface"--Amazon.com.
It's been four years since Monica disrupted the Cinque
household, but starting trouble is like riding a bike for Monica,
and she's pedaling full steam ahead. The foundation of
Jasmine and James Cinque's marriage has been shaky ever
since they dared to bring a third person into their union. Now
they're trying to repair the damage they've done, to regain
trust and repair broken hearts. But with so much drama in
their past, it won't be hard for Monica to come in and shake
things up a little. If Monica is smart, though, she'll watch her
back. With so many enemies gunning to take her down,
Monica has to decide if Philly is where she wants to be or if
she should run back to the ATL where it's safe. Or is it?
Breaking up is hard to do, but making up proves to be just as
challenging, especially if Monica has anything to do with it.
The final chapter in this celebrated series by 10 time USA
Today Bestselling Author Jess Michaels After she found out
her husband was a bigamist with three wives, Abigail
Montgomery’s world fell apart. She was still reeling when she
found out he was courting yet another woman, the sister of
the Duke of Gilmore. She intervened anonymously and
Gilmore’s reaction brought her world down around her. She
has seen him as an enemy ever since. An arrogant,
interesting, very handsome enemy. No one can push
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Gilmore’s buttons more than the fascinating Abigail
Montgomery. They constantly butt heads and yet he can’t get
her off his mind. But now that her year of mourning for the
husband who betrayed them all is over, she is showing up in
his life a lot more. When a series of playful wagers leads to a
passionate moment, everything changes. Now forced to
marry after being caught together, the two must navigate a
tangled past and a cloudy future. Could these enemies ever
be more than lovers? Or will their stubborn hesitation to get
closer keep them from being truly happy together? Heat
Level: Ohhhhhh my. This is the third book in The Three Mrs
series, but can be read as a stand-alone novel.
Most families have an army wife somewhere in their past.
Over the centuries they have followed their men to the front,
helped them keep order in far-flung parts of the empire or
waited anxiously at home. Army Wives uses first hand
accounts, letters and diaries to tell their story. We meet the
wives who made the arduous journey to the Crimean war and
witnessed battle at close quarters. We hear the story of life in
the Raj and the, often terrifying, experiences of the women
who lived through its dying days. We explore the pressures of
being a modern army wife - whether living in barracks or
trying to maintain a normal home life outside 'the patch'. In
the twentieth century two world wars produced new
generations of army wives who forged friendships that lasted
into peacetime. Army Wives reveals their experience and that
of a new breed of independent women who supported their
men through the Cold War to the current war on terror. Midge
Gillies, author of acclaimed The Barbed-Wire University,
looks at how industrial warfare means husbands can survive
battle with life-changing injuries that are both mental and
physical - and what that means for their family. She describes
how army wives communicate with their husbands - via letters
and coded messages, to more immediate, but less intimate,
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texts and Skype. She examines bereavement, from the
seances, public memorials and deaths in a foreign field of the
Great War to the modern media coverage of flag-draped
coffins returning home by military plane. Above all, Army
Wives examines what it really means to be part of the 'army
family'.
Aunt Maud willed her ranch not only to her niece, Sophie, but
to ex-military man Elijah as well. The two must work together
to keep the ranch running, but Sophie instantly dislikes
Elijah's brash confidence and egotistical ways. Still, it seems
that even from the grave Aunt Maud is busy
matchmaking...Sophie wants to win the ranch, not a man: her
ex-husband's betrayal has her questioning every male who
wants to get close. And Elijah has his own problems to deal
with, as his sleep is constantly interrupted by nightmares of
fallen friends in war. But can Sophie and Elijah vanquish the
devils of their pasts to find their way to each other? [from
back cover].
From the bestselling author of The Marriage Lie comes a
riveting new novel of suspense about a woman who must
decide just how far she’ll go to escape the person she once
loved Beth Murphy is on the run… For nearly a year, Beth has
been planning for her escape. She's thought through
everything -- a new look, new name and new city -- because
one small slip and her husband will find her. Sabine Hardison
is missing… A couple hundred miles away, Jeffrey returns
home from a work trip to find his wife, Sabine, is missing.
Wherever she is, she’s taken almost nothing with her. Her
abandoned car is the only evidence the police have, and all
signs point to foul play. As the police search for leads, the
case becomes more and more convoluted. Sabine’s carefully
laid plans for her future indicate trouble at home, and a
husband who would be better off with her gone. But are
things really as clear cut as they seem? Where is Sabine?
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And who is Beth? The only thing that’s certain is that
someone is lying and the truth won’t stay buried for long.
Don't miss Kimberly Belle's newest novel, My Darling
Husband!
“A fully immersive, intricately crafted story inspired by the
pages of history. In Pheby, Sadeqa Johnson has created a
woman whose struggle to survive and to protect the ones she
loves will have readers turning the pages as fast as their
fingers can fly. Simply enthralling.” —Lisa Wingate, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of Before We Were Yours
Called "wholly engrossing" by New York Times bestselling
author Kathleen Grissom, this harrowing story follows an
enslaved woman forced to barter love and freedom while
living in the most infamous slave jail in Virginia. Born on a
plantation in Charles City, Virginia, Pheby Delores Brown has
lived a relatively sheltered life. Shielded by her mother’s
position as the estate’s medicine woman and cherished by
the Master’s sister, she is set apart from the others on the
plantation, belonging to neither world. She’d been promised
freedom on her eighteenth birthday, but instead of the idyllic
life she imagined with her true love, Essex Henry, Pheby is
forced to leave the only home she has ever known. She
unexpectedly finds herself thrust into the bowels of slavery at
the infamous Devil’s Half Acre, a jail in Richmond, Virginia,
where the enslaved are broken, tortured, and sold every day.
There, Pheby is exposed not just to her Jailer’s cruelty but
also to his contradictions. To survive, Pheby will have to
outwit him, and she soon faces the ultimate sacrifice.
"An emotional roller coaster ride that will leave you
breathless." - Dana from Random Chaos ?????"The Dear
Wife should be on every woman's nightstand." - Whitney
Dineen, Bestselling Author ?????She's been holding on for
dear life, now she must learn to let go. Marathon runner and
quintessential wife and mother Avery Decker appears to have
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it all together. But don't let her smile fool you. Since the death
of her daughter four years ago, she's been trying to fake her
way through life. So far, it hasn't worked out so well.Avery is
overwhelmed not only with the grief of losing her daughter,
but with the fear that she'll lose someone else she loves-her
husband James. This time not to death, but to the secret
demons he's been using to cope with the loss of their little
girl. Day after day she's been privately battling to save him
and their marriage, but it's only left her exhausted and lonely.
Tired of pretending, she turns to the strongest women she
knows. Together they help her face the truth and realize that
the only person she can save is herself. But will it cost her the
person she loves the most? Or will James remember who he
is and hold on to the person he holds most dear?Content
warning: This book contains sensitive subject matters
including pornography addiction and the loss of a child.

#1 NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL,
AND BOSTON GLOBE BESTSELLER • One of the
most acclaimed books of our time: an unforgettable
memoir about a young woman who, kept out of
school, leaves her survivalist family and goes on to
earn a PhD from Cambridge University
“Extraordinary . . . an act of courage and selfinvention.”—The New York Times NAMED ONE OF
THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE
NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW • ONE OF
PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE
BOOKS OF THE YEAR • BILL GATES’S HOLIDAY
READING LIST • FINALIST: National Book Critics
Circle’s Award In Autobiography and John Leonard
Prize For Best First Book • PEN/Jean Stein Book
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Award • Los Angeles Times Book Prize Born to
survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, Tara
Westover was seventeen the first time she set foot in
a classroom. Her family was so isolated from
mainstream society that there was no one to ensure
the children received an education, and no one to
intervene when one of Tara’s older brothers became
violent. When another brother got himself into
college, Tara decided to try a new kind of life. Her
quest for knowledge transformed her, taking her over
oceans and across continents, to Harvard and to
Cambridge University. Only then would she wonder
if she’d traveled too far, if there was still a way
home. “Beautiful and propulsive . . . Despite the
singularity of [Westover’s] childhood, the questions
her book poses are universal: How much of
ourselves should we give to those we love? And how
much must we betray them to grow up?”—Vogue
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY The Washington Post • O: The Oprah
Magazine • Time • NPR • Good Morning America •
San Francisco Chronicle • The Guardian • The
Economist • Financial Times • Newsday • New York
Post • theSkimm • Refinery29 • Bloomberg • Self •
Real Simple • Town & Country • Bustle • Paste •
Publishers Weekly • Library Journal • LibraryReads
• Book Riot • Pamela Paul, KQED • New York
Public Library
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too-distant future where books are burned by a
special task force of firemen. 'Another indispensable
classic' The Times ''Ray Bradbury's gift for
storytelling reshaped our culture and expanded our
world' Barack Obama Guy Montag is a fireman. His
job is to burn books, which are forbidden, being the
source of all discord and unhappiness. Even so,
Montag is unhappy; there is discord in his marriage.
Are books hidden in his house? The Mechanical
Hound of the Fire Department, armed with a lethal
hypodermic, escorted by helicopters, is ready to
track down those dissidents who defy society to
preserve and read books. The classic dystopian
novel of a post-literate future, Fahrenheit 451 stands
alongside Orwell's 1984 and Huxley's Brave New
World as a prophetic account of Western
civilization's enslavement by the media, drugs and
conformity. Bradbury's powerful and poetic prose
combines with uncanny insight into the potential of
technology to create a novel which, decades on from
first publication, still has the power to dazzle and
shock.
If you can’t stop watching Doctor Foster and The
Affair, you won’t be able to put down this chilling
new four-part series. ‘I was hooked from the
moment I started reading’ USA TODAY bestseller
Sue Fortin
If you can’t stop watching Doctor Foster and The
Affair, you won’t be able to put down this chilling
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new four-part series.
Part Three - the Journey, of the I Am No Hero Book,
is the first chapter taken from the incomplete, and
unpublished, Book of the Dead The 'Book of the
Dead' is about the many journeys the heroes of the
Earth realm must take to prevent the destruction of
the realm. If the Earth realm falls then all the other
realms will fall to the demon king as well. Each hero
faces their own personal demons to win the day over
evil.
"A jaw-dropping psychological thriller." —Publisher's
Weekly, starred review "A fiendishly clever romantic
thriller in the vein of Gone Girl and The Girl on the
Train. This one will keep you guessing." –Anita
Shreve, New York Times bestselling author of The
Stars are Fire When you read this book, you will
make many assumptions. You will assume you are
reading about a jealous ex-wife. You will assume
she is obsessed with her replacement – a beautiful,
younger woman who is about to marry the man they
both love. You will assume you know the anatomy of
this tangled love triangle. Assume nothing. Twisted
and deliciously chilling, The Wife Between Us
exposes the secret complexities of an enviable
marriage - and the dangerous truths we ignore in the
name of love. Read between the lies. A 2018 Indie
Next Pick Praise for The Wife Between Us: “A clever
thriller with masterful twists.” – Karin Slaughter, New
York Times bestselling author of The Kept Woman
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"The Wife Between Us delivers a whip smart, twisty
plot in a taut, pacy narrative. It's terrific and troubling.
This is one scary love triangle where you won't know
who to trust. I loved it." –Gilly Macmillan, New York
Times bestselling author of What She Knew "A
twisty, mind-bending novel about marriage and
betrayal. A gripping plot and fascinating characters;
this book will keep you turning the pages and
guessing until the very end. A must-read!" –Lauren
Weisberger, New York Times bestselling author of
The Devil Wears Prada “This amazing story gallops
along at breakneck speed, with an ending that
smacks you between the eyes and takes your breath
away. These authors are destined to become trail
blazers in the field of psychological suspense books
that explode in your hands!” —Nancy Simpson-Brice,
Book Vault “Like a house of mirrors, The Wife
Between Us kept me guessing around every corner,
delving into the complexities of marriage, friendship,
and obsession.” —Javier Ramirez, The Book Table
Niquole Wright seems to have it all; expensive cars,
two beautiful children and a rising record label that
she dedicates more time to than her family.
Everything is perfect except for one thing...her
husband Germaine. She has run her course with him
and he needs to be replaced. When the handsome
and seductive Kingston enters her life, he becomes
the perfect substitute. Clueless to his wife's plan,
Germaine continues to be a loving naive husband
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while Niquole's full blown affair quickly becomes her
sick obsession. Desperate to start a new life with her
new man, Niquole does everything in her power to
push Germaine out of the picture. Little does she
know Kingston plans are different from hers. Sit back
and see what happens when a wife learns that the
price of betrayal can have a shattering toll.
For fans of A Thousand Splendid Suns, “a rich,
haunting, immersive story of cultures at the
crossroads” (Jamie Ford, bestselling author of Hotel
on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet) that follows two
women in Afghanistan—an American aid worker and
her local interpreter—as they form an unexpected
friendship despite their utterly different life
experiences and the ever-increasing violence in
Kabul. ? In 2001, Kabul is a place of possibility as
people fling off years of repressive Taliban rule. This
hopeful chaos brings together American aid worker
Liv Stoellner and Farida Basra, an educated
Pakistani woman still adjusting to her arranged
marriage to Gul, the son of an Afghan strongman
whose family spent years of exile in Pakistan before
returning to Kabul. Both Liv and her husband take
positions at an NGO that helps Afghan women
recover from the Taliban years. They see the move
as a reboot—Martin for his moribund academic
career, Liv for their marriage. But for Farida and Gul,
the move to Kabul is fraught, severing all ties with
Farida’s family and her former world, and forcing
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Gul to confront a chapter in his life he’d desperately
tried to erase. The two women, brought together by
Farida’s work as an interpreter, form a nascent
friendship based on their growing mutual love for
Afghanistan. As the bond between Farida and Liv
deepens, war-scarred Kabul acts in different ways
upon them, as well as their husbands. Silent Hearts
is “highly recommended, especially for fans of
Khaled Hosseini” (Library Journal, starred review).
They call him The Wife Breaker, and I'm his next
victim. He's the man the rich, corrupted members of
the cartel send their wives to. The mysterious beast
who breaks and molds women into the perfect meek
companions for their husbands. I'll never pledge my
submission to anyone, let alone a man who prides
himself on cruelly breaking others. The Wife Breaker
will never make me obey. I'd rather die than kneel for
him. Until I find out who he is... and realize I once
loved him. The Wife Breaker is the first book of the
Dark Vows duet. It is not a standalone book.
'Things Fall Apart' tells the story of Okonkwo, an
important man in the Igbo tribe in the days when
white men were first on the scene. Okonkwo
becomes exiled from his tribe, as a result of his pride
and his fears, with tragic consequences.
New York Times bestselling author and awardwinning journalist, Nina Burleigh, explores Donald
Trump’s attitudes toward women by providing indepth analysis and background on the women who
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have had the most profound influence on his life—the
mother and grandmother who raised him, the wives
who lived with him, and the daughter who is poised
to inherit it all. Has any president in the history of the
United States had a more fraught relationship with
women than Donald Trump? He flagrantly cheated
on all three of his wives, brushed off multiple
accusations of sexual assault, publicly ogled his
eldest daughter, bought the silence of a porn star
and a Playmate, and proclaimed his now-infamous
seduction technique: “grab ’em by the pussy.”
Golden Handcuffs is a comprehensive and
provocative account of the women who have been
closest to Trump—his German-immigrant
grandmother, Elizabeth, the uncredited founder of
the Trump Organization; his Scottish-immigrant
mother, Mary, who acquired a taste for wealth as a
maid in the Andrew Carnegie mansion; his
wives—Ivana, Marla, and Melania (the first and third
of whom are immigrants); and his eldest daughter,
Ivanka, groomed to take over the Trump brand from
a young age. Also examined are Trump’s two older
sisters, one of whom is a prominent federal judge;
his often-overlooked younger daughter, Tiffany; his
female employees; and those he calls “liars”—the
women who have accused him of sexual
misconduct. Of these women, Burleigh writes,
“where they come from and what they do now and in
the future matters because they have or have had
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the ear of the most powerful man on earth.”
Starving artist Felicia Dare hates rich men. As far as
she's concerned, they're all absent, philandering
jerks who care more about money than people. And
she should know. Her own father is a millionaire. Or
was. When he shows up on her doorstep and tells
her he blew the GDP of Africa on bad investments
and failed businesses, Felicia knows he's getting
what he deserves. Except that's not all: her mother is
sick, and he can't afford the payments for her
treatments. He has a backer to save his company,
but there's one catch: Felicia must marry him! A
modern woman, Felicia balks at the implication that
her hand can be bought, and she sets out to give
this backer a piece of her mind. But there's more to
Anton Waters than money and power, and when
they come face to face, Felicia realizes that saying
no to his proposal may be harder than she thought!
Warning! This 77,000 word novel is full of drama,
romance, and red hot BDSM sex, and is for mature
readers only!
Debut author Darby Kane thrills with this twisty
domestic suspense novel that asks one central
question: shouldn’t a dead husband stay dead? Lila
Ridgefield lives in an idyllic college town, but not
everything is what it seems. Lila isn’t what she
seems. A student vanished months ago. Now, Lila’s
husband, Aaron, is also missing. At first these cases
are treated as horrible coincidences until it’s
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discovered the student is really the third of three
unexplained disappearances over the last few years.
The police are desperate to find the connection, if
there even is one. Little do they know they might be
stumbling over only part of the truth…. With the small
town in an uproar, everyone is worried about the
whereabouts of their beloved high school teacher.
Everyone except Lila, his wife. She’s definitely
confused about her missing husband but only
because she was the last person to see his body,
and now it’s gone.
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Nikki
Turner's Heartbreak of a Hustler's Wife. The high
priestess of the hood, Nikki Turner, is back with the
novel fans have been feenin’ for: the sequel to her
#1 bestselling novel, A Hustler’s Wife. Des, Virginia’
s slickest gangsta, is about to become a dad when
he is charged with the murder of his own attorney.
But with Yarni, his gorgeous wife (and a brilliant
lawyer), now calling the shots, Des isn’t going back
to the slammer without a fierce fight. Even with the
heat on, Des manages to take his game to the next
level and finds a new hustle, one that will allow him
to possess the three things all major players desire:
money, power, and respect. He becomes a
preacher. Reluctantly, Yarni stands by her man as
he trades in his triple beam scale for a Bible and a
Bentley and makes his Church of the Good Life
Ministry a welcoming place for all sinners to step up
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to the altar. But when Des’s nephew is killed in the
high-stakes heroin trade and Des learns that
someone close to him okayed the hit, the dyed-in-thewool gangsta sets aside the Bible for the gospel of
the streets–even if it means risking the one person
who’s always had his back.
SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE
INSTANT #1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER USA
Today bestseller Edgar + ITW Thriller Award
nominee for Best First Novel “Think: Dexter but
sexier.”—theSkimm “A dark and irresistible
debut.”—People “Will shock even the savviest
suspense readers.”—Real Simple Dexter meets Mr.
and Mrs. Smith in this wildly compulsive debut thriller
about a couple whose fifteen-year marriage has
finally gotten too interesting... Our love story is
simple. I met a gorgeous woman. We fell in love. We
had kids. We moved to the suburbs. We told each
other our biggest dreams, and our darkest secrets.
And then we got bored. We look like a normal
couple. We're your neighbors, the parents of your
kid's friend, the acquaintances you keep meaning to
get dinner with. We all have our secrets to keeping a
marriage alive. Ours just happens to be getting away
with murder.
A brilliant satire of mass culture and the numbing
effects of technology, White Noise tells the story of
Jack Gladney, a teacher of Hitler studies at a liberal
arts college in Middle America. Jack and his fourth
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wife, Babette, bound by their love, fear of death, and
four ultramodern offspring, navigate the rocky
passages of family life to the background babble of
brand-name consumerism. Then a lethal black
chemical cloud, unleashed by an industrial accident,
floats over there lives, an "airborne toxic event" that
is a more urgent and visible version of the white
noise engulfing the Gladneys—the radio
transmissions, sirens, microwaves, and TV
murmurings that constitute the music of American
magic and dread.
Instant New York Times and USA Today Bestseller
“Compulsively readable...a gothic thriller laced with arsenic.”
––EW One of the Most Anticipated Books of 2021: CNN •
Newsweek • Vulture • PopSugar • Parade • BuzzFeed •
E!Online • TimeOut • Woman's Day • Goodreads • She
Reads • Good Housekeeping • CrimeReads • Frolic • Hello!
• Mystery and Suspense January 2021 Indie Next Pick and
#1 LibraryReads Pick A delicious twist on a Gothic classic,
The Wife Upstairs pairs Southern charm with atmospheric
domestic suspense, perfect for fans of B.A. Paris and Megan
Miranda. Meet Jane. Newly arrived to Birmingham, Alabama,
Jane is a broke dog-walker in Thornfield Estates––a gated
community full of McMansions, shiny SUVs, and bored
housewives. The kind of place where no one will notice if
Jane lifts the discarded tchotchkes and jewelry off the side
tables of her well-heeled clients. Where no one will think to
ask if Jane is her real name. But her luck changes when she
meets Eddie Rochester. Recently widowed, Eddie is
Thornfield Estates’ most mysterious resident. His wife, Bea,
drowned in a boating accident with her best friend, their
bodies lost to the deep. Jane can’t help but see an
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opportunity in Eddie––not only is he rich, brooding, and
handsome, he could also offer her the kind of protection
she’s always yearned for. Yet as Jane and Eddie fall for each
other, Jane is increasingly haunted by the legend of Bea, an
ambitious beauty with a rags-to-riches origin story, who
launched a wildly successful southern lifestyle brand. How
can she, plain Jane, ever measure up? And can she win
Eddie’s heart before her past––or his––catches up to her?
With delicious suspense, incisive wit, and a fresh, feminist
sensibility, The Wife Upstairs flips the script on a timeless tale
of forbidden romance, ill-advised attraction, and a wife who
just won’t stay buried. In this vivid reimagining of one of
literature’s most twisted love triangles, which Mrs. Rochester
will get her happy ending?
Six months after her husband, Germaine ran off with her two
boys, Niquole "Nikki" Wright has a sweet tooth for revenge.
Even more selfish and devious than before, Niquole will stop
at nothing to get her kids back and make her husband suffer.
Her street savvy personality mixed with her no-nonsense
attitude has Niquole believing she has free reign to screw
anyone who gets in her way. Soon, someone unexpected reenters Niquole's life and seems to be one of the many
obstacles slowing her down and threatening to ruin her plans.
Will the grimy road that Niquole travels finally cut her off for
good? Or will she thrive amongst those who pretend to love
her?
Charlotte has spent years as the husband maker, sending
every guy she dates off to enjoy marital bliss with the next girl
he dates. But things have now changed, and she's
determined to use her husband-maker abilities one last
time--on herself. And she finally knows exactly who she
wants. Angus has loved Charlotte since they were teenagers,
but he's tired of waiting for her to realize how good they could
be. She's broken his heart one too many times, and it's time
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to move on with his life. Maybe a position halfway across the
country will be just what he needs to get over her. But when
Charlotte won't let him go without a fight, Angus has to decide
if he's willing to let her in again or if she's too late.
"This year's Gone Girl."—Harlan Coben A Boston Globe Best
Book of 2018 | A Sun-Sentinel Best Mystery Book of 2018 | A
Crime Reads Best Novel of 2018 His Scandal Her Secret
From New York Times bestselling author Alafair Burke, a
stunning domestic thriller in the vein of Behind Closed Doors
and The Woman in Cabin 10—in which a woman must make
the impossible choice between defending her husband and
saving herself. When Angela met Jason Powell while catering
a dinner party in East Hampton, she assumed their romance
would be a short-lived fling, like so many relationships
between locals and summer visitors. To her surprise, Jason,
a brilliant economics professor at NYU, had other plans, and
they married the following summer. For Angela, the marriage
turned out to be a chance to reboot her life. She and her son
were finally able to move out of her mother’s home to
Manhattan, where no one knew about her tragic past. Six
years later, thanks to a bestselling book and a growing media
career, Jason has become a cultural lightning rod, placing
Angela near the spotlight she worked so carefully to avoid.
When a college intern makes an accusation against Jason,
and another woman, Kerry Lynch, comes forward with an
even more troubling allegation, their perfect life begins to
unravel. Jason insists he is innocent, and Angela believes
him. But when Kerry disappears, Angela is forced to take a
closer look—at both the man she married and the women she
chose not to believe. This much-anticipated follow-up to
Burke’s Edgar-nominated The Ex asks how far a wife will go
to protect the man she loves: Will she stand by his side, even
if he drags her down with him?
A riveting and powerful story of an unforgiving time, an
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unlikely friendship and an indestructible love
“Gripping.” Little Miss Book Lover 87, 5 stars “Hooked from
the very first page.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Blew me
away. I couldn’t put it down.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
“Had me up all night!!!” The Shelves of a Bibliophile, 5 stars
“Wow... I finished it in a few hours.” NetGalley reviewer, 5
stars “Just awesome.” Goodreads reviewer “I couldn’t stop.
6 stars!” Alessandra Torre, New York Times bestselling
author The perfect home… or the perfect lie? The moment my
husband showed me Cliffside—a sleek and modern glass
home perched on the edge of the jagged Big Sur clifftops—I
fell in love. But when he was unexpectedly killed in an
accident only weeks after we moved in, my whole life was
shattered. Right there and then I made a pact with myself. I
am never leaving this house. Living alone, it wasn’t long
before my mind began to play tricks on me. Footsteps along
the beach, leading to my door, then blood-red flowers left on
my step with a note that read Looking at you. Heartbroken
and afraid, I retreated to the safety of my glass refuge. I am
never leaving this house. But now, as I stare out of the
towering windows of my perfect home, I know there is
someone out there staring back. And I start to wonder: has
the time come to pay for my past mistakes? I know I’m in
danger… I just don’t know how much. This pulse-racing
psychological thriller from USA Today bestselling author,
Arianne Richmonde, will have you hooked from the very first
page. If you are a fan of The Woman in the Window, Gone
Girl and Netflix’s You, you will love The Wife’s House.
Prepare to stay up all night! What readers are saying about
The Wife’s House: “Woah! What a ride! I read this book
straight through cover to cover. Full of twists I never saw
coming.’ Meandering and Muses, 5 stars “Gripping, heartpounding and completely unpredictable.” Little Miss Book
Lover 87, 5 stars “A psychological thrill ride you won’t be
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able to look away from. Once I started reading, I couldn’t
stop. 6 stars!” Alessandra Torre, New York Times bestselling
author “Had me up all night to finish it. I just had to know how
it ended!!! So many twists that I didn’t see coming.” The
Shelves of a Bibliophile, 5 stars “I was hooked from the very
first page. This one blew me away. I couldn’t put it down.
Keeps you on the edge of your seat.” Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars “Taut and tantalizing… Wow, this author has done a
fabulous job. I loved every twist. I finished it in a few hours.”
NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars “The author’s writing is so
accomplished that I couldn’t help getting sucked in.”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Wow! I read way past my
bedtime simply because I didn’t want to stop reading.”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “It’s rare that a thriller grips me
from the first few pages, but this one did and it admirably
didn’t loosen its hold until the end… The atmospheric setting,
plentiful WTF moments and numerous plot twists all made
this one of my favorite recent reads.” Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars “Definitely a gripping psychological thriller from
beginning to end!” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “I enjoyed
this excellent thriller very much. The storyline was exciting
and kept me entertained all the way.” Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars “A psychological thriller of epic proportions.”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “If you are looking for a fastpaced thriller that will have you fully invested from the very
first page, and keep you guessing until the very last, then look
no further.” Goodreads reviewer “It was creepy and had you
looking over your shoulder at any noise… It was just
awesome.” Goodreads reviewer “This book was a
remarkable read! It had me hooked from the very first page!”
Goodreads reviewer
In his most extraordinary book, the bestselling author of
Awakenings and "poet laureate of medicine” (The New York
Times) recounts the case histories of patients inhabiting the
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compelling world of neurological disorders, from those who
are no longer able to recognize common objects to those who
gain extraordinary new skills. Featuring a new preface, Oliver
Sacks’s The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat tells the
stories of individuals afflicted with perceptual and intellectual
disorders: patients who have lost their memories and with
them the greater part of their pasts; who are no longer able to
recognize people and common objects; whose limbs seem
alien to them; who lack some skills yet are gifted with
uncanny artistic or mathematical talents. In Dr. Sacks’s
splendid and sympathetic telling, his patients are deeply
human and his tales are studies of struggles against
incredible adversity. A great healer, Sacks never loses sight
of medicine’s ultimate responsibility: “the suffering, afflicted,
fighting human subject.”
Fourteen years ago, prosecutor Jessica Yardley's husband
went to prison for a series of brutal murders. She's finally
created a life with her daughter and is a well-respected
attorney. She's moving on. But when a new rash of homicides
has her ex-husband, Eddie, written all over them -- the
nightmares of her past come back to life.

Cuckolds have to be good for something, right?Raven
Merlot and Rod Fetcher are back with 10 more stories of
cuckolded husbands and liberated hotwives. This bundle
has story after story of cuckold husbands learning that
they must not only be submissive to their wives, but to
the bigger, better men that their wives prefer. These
stories combine the joy of cuckolding with the sublime
exploration of one's sexuality. This bundle includes
stories of university experiments, rural English pagan
festivals, and diplomatic incidents! But no matter how
these cuckolds end up on their knees they know what to
do when they get there.;)Included in this box set are: All
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The WayMay Day CelebrationsDream TimeMMF with
the MMAWorking Overtime and Twice as HardGiving it
all he's got!Who is he jealous of?Someone to watch over
usA Night at the TheaterDiplomacy
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME
MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The
extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to
feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death
has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany.
The country is holding its breath. Death has never been
busier, and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a
foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a
meager existence for herself by stealing when she
encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the
help of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to
read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors
during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man
hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing that
burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus
Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one
of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of
book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times
“Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a
Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS
BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL
SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
1984 is George Orwell's terrifying vision of a totalitarian
future in which everything and everyone is slave to a
tyrannical regime lead by The Party. Winston Smith
works for the Ministry of Truth in London, chief city of
Airstrip One. Big Brother stares out from every poster,
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the Thought Police uncover every act of betrayal. When
Winston finds love with Julia, he discovers that life does
not have to be dull and deadening, and awakens to new
possibilities. Despite the police helicopters that hover
and circle overhead, Winston and Julia begin to question
the Party; they are drawn towards conspiracy. Yet Big
Brother will not tolerate dissent - even in the mind. For
those with original thoughts they invented Room 101. . .
Cathy, the gorgeous wife of a preacher, really doesn't
want to commit adultery. She really doesn't. Being the
sort of wife who willingly puts out for the handsome stud
from next door really isn’t something her conscience can
approve of. If only the young alpha stud didn’t make her
sweat so much. Eddy the Alpha-Stud doesn't share the
gorgeous redhead’s moral anguish, though. In fact, the
handsome stud can't wait to get to work on her perfect
body!
The first in a new series by 10 time USA Today
Bestselling Author Jess Michaels Although Celeste
Montgomery was forced into a marriage a year ago, her
husband is more often gone than home and she is living
a quiet life. Until investigator Owen Gregory shows up at
her home to tell her some outrageous news: Her
husband has been murdered…and he was also a
bigamist, making her the third of three wives. Owen
Gregory was hired to investigate Celeste’s husband, but
he never thought it would lead him here, to this beautiful
woman whose life he just shattered. Once he determines
she couldn’t be the murderer, he asks her to join him in
London, in the hopes she can help him solve the crime.
Now they must navigate two other wives, a brokenPage 23/24
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hearted brother and a duke who keeps poking his nose
in as they work to determine who killed Erasmus
Montgomery. Not to mention the intense feelings and
passionate desires growing between them. But will
secrets long held endanger them in ways they never
imagined? And will they find a way to save each other
before it’s too late? Heat Level: Very. Just very, very,
very. This is the first book in The Three Mrs series.
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